
paper, we outline how LegalTech can be 
used to empower consumers in the digital 
era, by building tools to support consumers 
and those who protect them. In order to 
show the potential of customer-centred 
LegalTech, we present two prototypes which 
semantically analyse, assess, and summarise 
Terms of Services from German web shops.

1 Introduction

The digital revolution has democratised many aspects of our lives. 
Access to knowledge is no longer restricted to those who can af-
ford 32 volumes of Encyclopædia Britannica or have access to uni-
versity libraries, instead it is available to everyone with access to 
the internet. The access to the fine arts, but also to once expen-
sive services like translation, has been opened up to new classes 
of citizens by digitisation. 

For a long time, the legal domain was arguably one of the 
biggest resisters to digitisation efforts and in some aspects still 
struggles to catch up with other industries. A fact painfully dis-
played by the case of the “special electronic attorney mailbox” 
(“besonderes elektronisches Anwaltspostfach”, beA) [1]. Nowa-
days, digitisation has entered the legal profession as so-called “Le-
galTech”, a portmanteau word consisting of “legal services” and 
“technology”, widely used as description for the support or auto-
mation of legal processes with software or online services.

However, unlike in other areas, mostly big companies and law 
firms benefit from these developments. Almost all of the existing 
LegalTech tools, like Lexis Advance, rfrnz, Juristische Textana-
lyse, and Lawlift, to name just a few, are made for companies and 
law firms, rather than consumers. Therefore, LegalTech tools are 
not only missing the opportunity to democratise the access to le-
gal advice by making it more affordable and available, they are 
actively supporting the current imbalance of power, existing be-
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tween companies and consumers1, by providing companies with 
even more advantages over customers.

Currently, there are only a few examples of LegalTech tools, 
like Flightright or Chevalier, which are built for the benefits of 
consumers. And even these tools are still built to serve the com-
mercial interests of their operators. In this paper, we want to ad-
vocate the idea of customer-centred LegalTech tools and present 
two prototypes which semantically analyse, assess, and summa-
rise Terms of Services from German web shops.

2 Significance of Terms of Services

Standard form contracts trace back to the 19th century. In the age 
of industrialisation, entering into contracts has been accompa-
nied by the unilateral use of pre-formulated rules tailored to one 
party’s own interests and thus resulting in an imbalance of pow-
ers between the contracting parties. [2] Today, customers are con-
fronted with standard form contracts every day in form of Terms 
of Services (ToS), for example when they buy something online 
or register for an online service. Studies with more than 45,000 
participants have shown that only 0.1% to 0.2% of customers read 
ToS of online shops. [3]

While standard form contracts regularly reflect an imbalance 
of contracting power, this imbalance is even stronger in situations 
where one of the contracting parties is a consumer without a pro-
fessional legal background and the other one is a company with 
a potentially huge legal department. The relevance of this is visi-
ble in the amount of jurisprudence in this area, comprising more 
than 28,000 judgements in Germany only. [4]

In acknowledgement of these facts, the European lawmaker 
has limited the creative leeway for companies, when it comes to 
standard form consumer contracts.2 One might ask oneself why 
consumers should care about unlawful clauses in ToS, because in 
case of a dispute, these clauses are void anyway. In reality, howev-
er, at least for online shopping, the amount in dispute is often so 
low that consumers avoid legal steps, even if they are in the right.

3 Related Work

A goal similar to the one outlined in this paper is pursued by the 
project «Terms of Service; Didn’t Read» (ToS;DR). [5] Instead of 
automatically assessing and evaluating the ToS, ToS;DR is crowd-
sourced and provides manually generated summarisations of 
ToS from many major websites. However, the fact that ToS;DR is 
crowd-sourced affects their scalability and topicality.

An automated approach to analyse online standard form con-
tracts was presented by Lippi et al. Their analysis focuses solely 
on so-called «unfair clauses» which are forbidden under the law 
of the European Union. [6] In their experiment, they analysed 
Terms of Services from 20 major websites regarding eight unfair 
clauses. In a leave-one-document-out evaluation, they achieved a 
precision of 0.62 using a Support Vector Machine. In contrast to 
our approach, Lippi et al. try to do a binary classification (unfair 
clause exists / does not exist), while we try to gather additional in-

1  Cf. German Constitutional Court BVerfGE 89, 214 of 19 October 1993.
2  Council Directive 93/13/EEC of 5 April 1993 on unfair terms in consumer 

contracts, OJ L 95/29 of 21 April 1993.

formation and summarise them. In order to create these summa-
ries, a system first has to obtain the relevant information from the 
text. Information Retrieval (IR) for legal texts has gained a lot of 
attention in recent years. Examples are McCallum [7], Grabmai-
er et al. [8], Francesconi et al. [9], and Shulayeva et al. [10], or, for 
German texts, Walter and Pinkal [11], and Watlt et al. [12]. The 
issue of simplifying legal texts was addressed by Bhatia et al. [13], 
Collantes et al. [14] and others.

4 Possible Approaches

We identified two possible approaches to tackle the imbalance of 
power between consumers and web shop operators:

 � Directly support consumers: By automatically finding, assess-
ing, and summarising ToS with regard to lawfulness and cus-
tomer-friendliness, we can empower consumers to make edu-
cated decisions about where to buy or not. We first presented 
this idea in [15].

 � Support consumer protection agencies: Instead of directly 
supporting consumers, we can also support those organisa-
tions that protect consumers by providing them with tools to 
automatically analyse large amounts of ToS. Unlike consumer 
themselves, such organisations are often willing to take on le-
gal battles with companies about their ToS and can therefore 
support the enforcement of existing customer protection laws.

The consumer protection law aims to protect the consumer and 
allow for «optimal market decisions» [16]. The aim to enable con-
sumers to take «optimal market decisions» is considered as fun-
damental and is intended to foster the faith of the consumers in-
to market processes. [17, p. 19] German consumer law uses dif-
ferent regulatory instruments to achieve this, by preventively de-
signing consumer protection law and by subsequently declaring 
contractual clauses not in accordance with those legal provisions 
as «void». In order to work effectively, legal regulations comprise 
both market-complementary as well as market-compensatory in-
struments [18, p. 47].

With the first approach, we likewise aim to enable the con-
sumer to take «optimal market decisions». We consider both 
above-mentioned ways as important, but we think that there are 
obstacles which hinder legal regulations to achieve full value. The 
most important fact is that reading and understanding legal con-
tracts is hindered by the fact that in comparison to regular lan-
guage, legal language is characterised by a high degree of abstract-
ness. In order to fulfil its function as a merit instance for any so-
cially relevant behaviour, law itself needs to guard its capability 
of abstractly reacting even to unforeseen situations, which results 
in formulations characterised by a low level of comprehensibility. 
By summarising contractual terms and translating their legal and 
linguistic complexity into a simplified language (summary gener-
ation), we provide the customer with the possibility to understand 
his rights and duties and to take decisions based on knowledge, 
not on – justified or unjustified – trust towards the shop provider.

Secondly, standard form contracts like Terms of Services ad-
dress fundamental conditions of performance of a certain busi-
ness. In the context of online shopping, they set the provisions for 
e.g. payment, delivery, revocation or liability. Due to the abstract 
character of the legal language stipulating contractual rights and 
duties on the one hand, and normative requirements in legal reg-
ulations and judicial decisions on the other hand, the consum-
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er often finds himself not capable of understanding and assess-
ing the validity or invalidity of their contract. With our second 
functionality, we thus automatically (a) identify the differences 
between the clauses of (online shops as) companies and (b) as-
sess their (un)lawfulness.

While this approach directly supports consumers, it has one 
shortcoming: It does not help to make ToS fairer and only sup-
ports those who use the proposed tool. In order to get rid of il-
legal ToS clauses for good, legal actions are necessary in order 
to force companies to change their ToS. In Germany, the “Ver-
braucherzentralen” (customer protection agencies) are important 
actors when it comes to the legal enforcement of consumer in-
terests. They regularly admonish web shop providers for illegal 
ToS clauses. Therefore, we teamed up with experts from the Ver-
braucherzentralen to develop them in their daily work. Unlike 
consumers, they are interested in checking large amounts of web 
shops in a short time and also in re-checking them after a while. 
Moreover, they often are interested in more complicated legal is-
sues than consumers. A tool targeted at this group of profession-
al users should take this into account.

5 Technology

As both approaches have different requirements regarding the 
depth of the legal analysis that needs to be performed, we decid-
ed to also implement them using different technologies. However, 
they still have very much in common: We use a pipes and filters 
architecture for both prototypes and the first steps of the pipeline 
are identical for both prototypes.

5.1 ToS Page Classification

First, we use a naive Bayes classifier to find the ToS page of a web 
shop by classifying each linked sub-page as “ToS” or “Other”. The 
classifier was trained with a set of 400 manually annotated pag-
es from web shops, 200 of them ToS pages and 200 of them other 
pages. While the classifier performs very well (cf. Section 7.1 for 
an evaluation), it is not very fast. In order to be able to present re-
sults to consumers as fast as possible, we decided to adopt a hybrid 
approach and developed a rule-based URL classifier, to pre-select 
sub-pages that potentially are ToS page and hence restrict the set 
of pages that have to be classified by the naive Bayes classifier.

The classification is realised using a rule-based approach that 
matches common patterns for ToS links. One common pattern 
we identified is that the URL often contains “AGB”. The classifi-
er separates URL strings into the following components: scheme 
specifier, network location part, path, query parameters. The path 
and query parameters are matched against a set of pre-defined, 
weighted rules. If a candidate reaches a certain threshold, we con-
sider that a given URL points to a potential ToS page.

5.2 Content Extraction

The page which was classified as ToS is then further processed to 
extract the actual content from the website by e.g. removing head-
ers, navigation etc. The current prototypes use the open source Ja-
va-library boilerpipe for this task.

5.3 Information Extraction

After this step, the pipelines for both prototypes differ. For the 
consumer-oriented prototype, we use simple POS-tagging, for the 
professional-oriented prototype we use the neural network from 
the StanfordCore NLP library to build a dependency tree for each 
sentence of the ToS. Afterwards, for both prototypes, the anno-
tated ToS are analysed by a rule-based information extraction 
tool, which extracts the important information from the text and 
stores it in a JSON-format.

The information extraction is a two-step process. In the first 
step, we identify for each sentence whether it contains a topic of 
interest, like information about the return policy or limitations 
of the form of termination. For this step, we mainly use a key-
word search which works on a stemmed version of the ToS. Due 
to the highly regulated nature of legal language this rather sim-
ple approach is still very effective. For example, in order to legal-
ly restrict the possibility to send back goods in Germany, the term 
“Widerruf” has to be used.

Once the relevant sentences are identified and labelled with 
their topics, the second step is to actually extract the informa-
tion contained in the sentence. In order to do this, a set of rules is 
stored for each topic. Currently, these rules have to implemented 
in the source code, in the future we would like to provide users 
with a mean to create rules during run-time, e.g. with a graphi-
cal interface or a domain specific language.

For the consumer prototype, we use regular expressions for in-
formation extraction. Table 1 show examples of different extrac-
tions rules, translated from German.

Table 1 | Extraction rules from the consumer prototype

unlawful
rules (translated from 
German)

Right of 
Warranty

New goods: less than 2 years; 
used goods: less than 1 year

-warranty … ([0-9]* | [one | 
two | …]) [day(s) | month(s) 
| year(s)] AND used OR NOT 
used (goods | products) 
-warranty … used (goods | 
products) … excluded

Right of 
Withdrawal

Products have to be send 
back using the original 
packaging

- original (packaging | packed 
| …) … (return | send back)

Withdrawal 
period

Period of less than 14 days for 
shops trading in the EU

- withdraw … ([0-9]* | [one | 
two | …]) [day(s) | month(s) 
| year(s)]

Obligation 
to inspect

Warranty rights only if 
customer inspects and / or 
reports any product defects

- warranty … [inspect|report] 
AND NOT merchant

Risk of loss
In case of shipped sale the 
customer bears the risk of 
loss

[risk of loss | bearing the 
risk] … [shipped | carriage of 
goods] … consumer

For the professional prototype, we first generate a dependency 
tree for each relevant sentence. The nuances that come with more 
complex legal issues are often difficult to tackle with regular ex-
pressions. The limitation of the form of termination is a good ex-
ample of this. Very often, one can find in the same sentence forms 
of termination being listed as permissible and others being ruled 
out. The sentence „Die Kündigung muss schriftlich oder telefo-
nisch erfolgen, eine Kündigung per E-Mail ist nicht möglich.“ 
(The termination must be in written form or through phone, a 
termination via email is not possible.) specifies that terminations 
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have to be written or made through phone and at the same time 
rules out terminations via email. With regular expressions, it is 
diffi  cult to write rules to cover all possible permutations of such 
a sentence, especially in German, and fi gure out which parts are 
included in the negation.

Dependency trees, such as the one shown in Figure 1, make 
the dependencies between words explicit and can therefore help 
to analyse which part of a sentence is negated and many oth-
er things. Instead of writing rules which just analyse the words, 
with dependency trees, we can also analyse the structure of the 
complete sentence and hence conduct more fi ne-grained analy-
ses in order to extract structured information from the text. [19]

5.4 Assessment

Th e structured representation of the 
information contained in the ToS is 
used for the legal assessment. Th is as-
sessment is based on a knowledge-base 
which contains information about le-
gal regulations, like the right to re-
turn or warranty rights. Th e database 
contains for example the information 
that, in the European Union, custom-
ers have the right to return a product they bought online for at 
least 14 days.3 For the consumer version, we use three labels: „le-
gal“, „illegal“, and „customer friendly“. For the given example of 
return policies, a time span of fewer than 14 days would be clas-
sifi ed illegal, 14 days as legal, and everything above as custom-
er friendly. For the professional prototype, we just use the labels 
„legal“ and „illegal“. Currently, the knowledge-base is stored in 
a simple JSON-format and has to be directly managed as a fi le. 
In the future, we would like to build a graphical user interface 
which allows domain experts to maintain and extend the knowl-
edge-base more easily.

5.5 Summarisation

In order to summarise the extracted facts in a simplifi ed lan-
guage, we currently use a simple template-based approach. Ex-
amples of the generated summarisations can be found in Figures 
3 and 5. In the future, we would like to make the text generation 
more fl exible by replacing the templates with a surface realiser 
like SimpleNLG [20, 21].

3  While there are diff erent exceptions from this rule, e.g. for individualised 
goods, the current prototype does not take into account these special cases.

6 Prototypes

We developed two prototypes in order to show the potential of Le-
galTech applications to empower consumers and those who pro-
tect them. Th e fi rst prototype, dubbed “consumer prototype” (cf. 
Section 6.1), was developed in order to serve people without any 
specialist legal knowledge while shopping online. Th e second pro-
totype (“professional prototype”, cf. Section 6.2) was built with 
experts from the customer protection agencies in mind as users 
who want to analyse large amounts of ToS at once. Both proto-
types are implemented as web applications, so users do not need 
to locally install any soft ware. Both backends were implemented 

using Java and a REST-API to commu-
nicate with the frontend.

6.1 Consumer Prototype

In the consumer prototype, the URL 
of a web shop can be entered through 
an input fi eld. Aft er clicking on the 
„Find ToS“ button (cf. Figure 2), the 

backend classifi es all outgoing links of the input page with the 
classifi er described in Section 5.1. A breadth-fi rst search is con-
ducted until a ToS page was identifi ed. As an intermediate result, 
the URL of the ToS page is shown next to the button.

Once the URL is identifi ed, the content extraction, information 
extraction, assessment and summarization are conducted. Th e re-
sults of all these steps are presented as shown in Figure 3. Th e re-
sults are split into two topics: revocation & right to return (“Wid-
erruf & Rückgaberecht“) and warranty („Gewährleistung“). On 
the left  side of the table, the original texts are shown which are 
excerpted from the ToS. Colour-highlighting is used to explain 
based on which parts of the text the assessment algorithm made 
its decision. Green highlights show identifi ed time limits and blue 
highlights show identifi ed topics. In the middle of the table, the 
assessment can be found. A „thumbs up“ means a clause was iden-
tifi ed to be customer-friendly, i.e. exceeds the legal minimum in a 
way which is benefi cial for consumers. A „thumbs down“ means 
a clause was identifi ed as illegal and a „neutral position“ means 
that a clause fulfi ls the legal minimum. On the right side, the au-
tomatically generated summarisation is shown.

While the presented prototype is currently just a proof of con-
cept, running such a service „in production“, i.e. giving consum-
ers direct access to it, does have legal implications. First, liabili-
ty is a question, but second, there is the German Act of Out-of-
Court Legal Services which stipulates that in individual cases le-
gal advice against payment shall only be provided by legal person-

Figure 1 | Dependency Tree for the Sentence “Jede Kündigung muss schriftlich 
erfolgen.” (Any termination must be in writing.)

Figure 2 | Input mask of the consumer prototype
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nel4, e.g. lawyers, legal coun-
sels, and tax consultants. One 
cou ld argue that our function-
ality serves as a mere clarifi ca-
tion tool operated on standard 
form contracts in a general 
way. As we neither intend nor 
are capable of providing spe-
cifi c legal advice in individual 
cases, our tool focuses on en-
hancing the understanding of 
legal language. However, these 
are open questions which go 
beyond technical feasibility, 
which have to be solved in or-
der to allow consumers to ben-
efi t from LegalTech.

Moreover, it needs to be 
clearly communicated to po-
tential users which aspects 
of the ToS are covered by the 
analysis and that the tool just 
rates these specifi c aspects and 
does not make any statements 
about other aspects of the ToS, 
nor does it provide an assess-
ment of the ToS as a whole.

6.1 Professional Prototype

Th e prototype which we devel-
oped to support domain ex-
perts from the customer protection agencies has a diff erent in-
terface which is tailored towards their own needs. As shown in 
Figure 4, the interface has three possible input types. On the top, 
there is an input fi eld where the user can enter a URL. In con-
trast to the consumer prototype, it is also possible to enter mul-

4  Cf. § 8 Abs. 1 Act of Out-of-Court Legal Services.

tiple URLs, separated by commas. In 
addition, it is possible to upload a PDF 
fi le or directly paste plain text into the 
input box.

As a fi rst step, all inputs are convert-
ed to plain text. In the case of a URL 
this means that the same steps are per-
formed as in the consumer prototype: 
identifi cation of the ToS page and con-
tent extraction. In the case of a PDF 
fi le as input, the text is extracted us-
ing Apache PDFBox. Aft erwards, in-
formation extraction, assessment, and 
summarization are performed and the 
results are displayed as shown in Fig-
ure 5.

Other than the consumer proto-
type, which is optimised to show the 
analysis of one ToS page, the profes-
sional prototype is optimised to show 

large amounts of data. It therefore includes a fi ltering function 
which allows to only show clauses which were identifi ed as ille-
gal („Nur Einschränkungen anzeigen“). Other than that it con-
tains the same three elements: the original text with highlight-
ing to make the reasoning transparent (this time in the middle), 
the assessment on the right, which is only binary in this proto-
type (red = illegal, green = legal), and a short summary on the left .

Figure 3 | Consumer prototype (mock ToS have been used as input data)

Figure 4 | Input mask of the professional prototype

Figure 5 | Professional prototype (mock ToS have been used as input data)
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7 Evaluation

Since the professional prototype uses more advanced technolo-
gy, the evaluation will focus on this prototype. Moreover, since 
all further analyses are based on the correct classification of ToS 
pages, we conducted a separate evaluation for the ToS page clas-
sification.

7.1 ToS Page Classification

As mentioned in Section 5.1, the prototypes use a hybrid approach 
of rule-based and machine learning classification for ToS pages. 
We collected a dataset of 3424 pages from web shops. 2592 ToS 
pages, manually labelled by a price comparison website, and 832 
other web shop pages. We split the dataset into training (200 ToS 
and 200 Other) and test (2392 ToS and 632 Other) data.

The results of the evaluation are shown in Table 2. It is visible 
that the ML approach performed significantly better. Given the 
relatively small dataset which was used to train the classifier, these 
results are very promising. The fifth column in Table 2 shows the 
average time in seconds needed to classify a URL. If successful, 
the rule-based approach is, as expected, much faster.

Table 2 | Evaluation ToS Classification

approach precision recall F-score Øt in s

ML 0.9115 0.8219 0.8644 1.435

rule-based 0.7953 0.5393 0.6428 0.001

7.2 Classification of Limitations of the Termination Form

In order to evaluate the classification of limitations of the ter-
mination form, which is used by the professional prototype, we 
used a hand-picked sample of 25 ToS pages from online subscrip-
tion services, like fitness platforms. In each ToS page, sentences 
which contain limitations of the termination form were manu-
ally labelled with either legal or illegal. In total, the 25 ToS con-
tained 23 sentences with limitations of the termination form of 
which six contained illegal limitations.

Our algorithm detected all 23 sentences correctly that con-
tained limitations (true positives) but falsely identified five more 
sentences (false positives). On this test data set, our algorithm 
achieved therefore a recall of 1.0, a precision of 0.81 and an F-score 
of 0.9 when it comes to the detection of sentences which contain 
limitations of the termination form. When it comes to classifying 
whether these limitations are illegal or not, the algorithm correct-
ly labelled all six illegal limitations (true positives). One legal lim-
itation was falsely classified as illegal (false positive). This means a 
recall of 1.0, a precision of 0.85, and an F-score of 0.92.

While the data set might be too small to draw general conclu-
sions, the results are very promising and confirm the assumption 
that dependency trees might be a viable technology for the prob-
lem at hand. The algorithm was designed in a way which is opti-
mised towards a higher recall which is also reflected by the results 
of the evaluation. Since the system is designed as a mean of sup-
port for human experts, false positives can be quickly identified 
by the humans in the loop. False negatives, on the other side, may 

never be noticed because the amount of data is too large to manu-
ally check every sentence for limitations of the termination form.

In the future, it would be desirable to investigate how experts 
and consumers react to the respective prototypes, in order to find 
out whether they could really have a real-world impact.

8 Vulnerabilities

The evaluation above measures the performance of the proposed 
approach in a controlled environment. However, assuming one 
of the described systems would be successfully applied in the re-
al world, there are other aspects which would have to be taken in-
to account. Most importantly, companies could try to cheat the 
system by optimising their ToS to disguise their consumer un-
friendly clauses from the algorithm. A similar situation can be 
seen when it comes to optimising websites for search engine algo-
rithms. [22] This is a possible vulnerability of the consumer pro-
totype. For the professional prototype, we expect organisations to 
not share their set of rules by which they evaluate ToS. This makes 
it difficult for companies to find out based on which formulation 
an assessment was made.

In general, there is no easy solution to fix this vulnerability. In 
the area of search engine optimisation, we have seen an arms race 
between search engines and dubious website providers for years. 
Consequently, it would also be necessary in the case of ToS as-
sessment to regularly update the rules to detect the latest fraud 
attempts of unfaithful shop providers. This also emphasises the 
importance of customer protection agencies, which could help 
to hold such providers legally accountable for their deception.

9 Conclusion

In this article, we present two approaches to consumer protec-
tion in the digital era by empowering consumers and those who 
protect them with LegalTech. We chose ToS as the subject of our 
research because consumers are confronted with them multiple 
times every day. Beyond presenting two prototypical implemen-
tations, which semantically analyse and assess ToS from German 
web shops, our goal is to raise awareness for the fact that, as of to-
day, mostly companies benefit from the digitisation in the legal 
industry. This cements the already existing imbalance of power 
between consumer and companies. Moreover, we want to spark a 
discussion about the legal issues which have to be resolved, before 
consumers can truly benefit from LegalTech applications (namely 
the questions of liability and out-of-court legal services).
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